In strong-field light-matter interactions, the strong laser field dominates the dynamics. However, recent experiments indicate that the Coulomb force can play an important role as well. In this Letter, we have studied the photoelectron momentum distributions produced from noble gases in elliptically polarized, 800 nm laser light. By performing a complete mapping of the three-dimensional electron momentum, we find that Coulomb focusing significantly narrows the lateral momentum spread. We find a surprisingly sensitive dependence of Coulomb focusing on the initial transverse momentum distribution, i.e., the momentum at the moment of birth of the photoelectron. We also observe a strong signature of the low-energy structure in the above threshold ionization spectrum. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.023005 PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm, 32.80.Fb, 34.80.Bm, 34.80.Qb In traditional collision physics, an electron is propelled at a target and detected after the scattering event. The two important parameters in this process are the electron's energy and impact parameter. Whereas the energy can be tuned very accurately, the impact parameter cannot be controlled. Laser induced recollision with photoelectrons [1] opens up new perspectives in manipulating the collision via the shaping of the laser field. Recollision gives rise to a wealth of phenomena such as laser induced electron diffraction [2], high harmonic orbital tomography [3] , and attosecond pulses [4] . Whereas the first order modeling of these phenomena neglects the parent ion [5] , evidence is abound of its impact on the recolliding electron (e.g., [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ). In particular, the momentum distribution transverse to the polarization plane has been shown to provide a window into the interaction of the photoelectron with its parent ion potential [6, 11] . However, a complete characterization of the Coulomb effects on the photoelectron momentum requires two things: first, the ability to distinguish between the Coulomb field of the ion and the laser field, and second, the ability to distinguish between different electron trajectories. Whereas the former allows us to quantify the strength of the effect, the latter allows us to differentiate the primary parameters of the recollision, i.e., electron energy at recollision and the minimal distance from the ion.
In traditional collision physics, an electron is propelled at a target and detected after the scattering event. The two important parameters in this process are the electron's energy and impact parameter. Whereas the energy can be tuned very accurately, the impact parameter cannot be controlled. Laser induced recollision with photoelectrons [1] opens up new perspectives in manipulating the collision via the shaping of the laser field. Recollision gives rise to a wealth of phenomena such as laser induced electron diffraction [2] , high harmonic orbital tomography [3] , and attosecond pulses [4] . Whereas the first order modeling of these phenomena neglects the parent ion [5] , evidence is abound of its impact on the recolliding electron (e.g., [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ). In particular, the momentum distribution transverse to the polarization plane has been shown to provide a window into the interaction of the photoelectron with its parent ion potential [6, 11] . However, a complete characterization of the Coulomb effects on the photoelectron momentum requires two things: first, the ability to distinguish between the Coulomb field of the ion and the laser field, and second, the ability to distinguish between different electron trajectories. Whereas the former allows us to quantify the strength of the effect, the latter allows us to differentiate the primary parameters of the recollision, i.e., electron energy at recollision and the minimal distance from the ion.
Here, we show that we can satisfy both requirements by performing a three-dimensional (3D) momentum measurement of photoelectrons from noble-gas atoms produced by elliptically polarized, intense laser fields. We separate different electron trajectories by adding a small ellipticity to the fundamental driving field. We devise a new way to analyze the transverse momentum distribution resolved for electron trajectories. We confirm that Coulomb effects depend on the recollision parameters, which in turn depend sensitively on the initial conditions of the tunneled wave packet. This yields the counterintuitive result that narrower momentum distributions right after tunneling lead to wider asymptotic momenta perpendicular to the tunneling direction. Finally, our approach of trajectory resolved analysis of the transverse momentum naturally lends itself to an explanation of the puzzling so-called low-energy structure (LES) in the photoelectron spectrum [7] .
The experiment was performed using cold target recoil ion spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) [12] . The 800 nm, 40 fs, 3 J laser pulses were supplied by a 100 kHz regenerative Ti:sapphire amplifier and focused by a f ¼ 50 mm parabolic mirror into a continuous supersonic gas jet. Ions and electrons were guided by homogeneous and parallel electric (19:5 V=cm) and magnetic (12.8 G) fields onto position sensitive detectors. Electrons pass through an acceleration region (63.3 mm) followed by a field-free drift region (140 mm) before reaching the detector. The momentum resolution for electrons is estimated to be Áp x ¼ Áp y < 0:01 a:u: and Áp z % 0:1 a:u: Polarization control was achieved by rotating a =2 plate in front of a broadband =4 plate.
In strong-field ionization, the oscillating laser field drives the propagation of the ionized electron. If the electron is ionized before the peak of the electric field within a half optical cycle, it is pulled away from the ion and reaches the detector directly, hence, these electrons are called direct electrons. If the electron ionizes after the peak of the electric field, it is driven back to the parent ion before reaching the detector on the opposite side. These [11] , rescattered electrons in addition will be influenced by the parent ion's potential upon their return [6, 13] . Formally, neglecting the ion potential, the final electron momentum distribution is proportional to the vector potential A of the electric field E:
where p z ðt 0 Þ is the initial momentum distribution after the tunneling ionization instant t 0 and EðtÞ ¼ E max fðtÞ sin!t is the laser pulse of peak field strength E max , envelope fðtÞ, and frequency !. Equation (1) shows that in linear polarization the final momentum is degenerate, i.e., direct and rescattered electrons associated with the same vector potential A reach the detector with the same final momentum.
A simple way to separate the different trajectories while still allowing for rescattering is to employ slightly elliptically polarized light. Figure 1 (a) illustrates electron trajectories in the polarization plane of an elliptically polarized laser pulse (ellipticity ¼ 0:3). Shown are projections of the trajectories onto the spatial dimensions coinciding with the polarization components and the time axis. The field component of the minor polarization axis in y separates previously overlapping trajectories of direct and rescattered electrons, indicated in black and orange, respectively. However, the measured momentum distribution, shown in Fig. 1(b) , does not reflect the fourfold symmetry of the polarization ellipse. This asymmetry is due the parent ion's Coulomb field. In addition to focusing the transverse momentum, the Coulomb field also distorts the angular distribution in the polarization plane (see, e.g., [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ). While the so-called Coulomb asymmetry complicates the separation of trajectories, a measurement along the x axis allows us to isolate the Coulomb effects for different trajectories under field free conditions. For each trajectory, the p x distribution is influenced only by the tunneling process and the parent ion's field.
The three panels on the right in Fig. 1(b) show the p x distribution measured in Ar for three (p y , p z ), representing distinct trajectories. Panel A represents the direct trajectories. Panel B corresponds to rescattered trajectories, which have been steered by the elliptically polarized field back to the ion with a large impact parameter or high velocity. Panel C selects electrons with zero energy, corresponding to those rescattered trajectories that have a small impact parameter and a low recollision velocity. Comparing these three cuts, we observe a substantial difference. Electrons in panel A are influenced by the Coulomb potential primarily upon leaving the parent ion's vicinity, yielding a largely undistorted Gaussian distribution. In panel B, the ionic potential acts on the electron after tunneling and during recollision. A significant narrowing of the rescattered electrons can be observed. The very narrow transverse momentum in panel C reveals a much stronger Coulomb focusing for a low rescattering velocity and small impact parameter.
Hence, Fig. 1(b) shows that Coulomb focusing depends on two parameters-the recollision velocity and the impact parameter. The lower the velocity and the smaller the impact parameter at the time of recollision, the tighter the focusing will be. The ellipticity of the laser field maps the two parameters. The velocity at recollision is mapped onto the momentum component along the major axis, and the impact parameter is mapped onto the minor axis.
To resolve Coulomb effects by trajectory, we need to select an ellipticity ¼ E min =E maj that is large enough to separate the trajectories from opposite half cycles without suppressing recollision completely [20] . We assume that the ionization proceeds along the major electric field component E maj parallel to the z axis. The minor electric field component E min along the y axis then separates direct and rescattered trajectories from opposite half cycles by up to 2E min =!. The transverse momentum width after tunneling ( % 18 a:u:. Figure 2(a) shows the photoelectron momentum distribution of Kr in the polarization plane of 40 fs, 800 nm laser pulses with ¼ 0:3 and a peak intensity of ð1:5 AE 0:15Þ Â 10 14 W=cm 2 . A complete picture of trajectory-resolved Coulomb focusing is obtained by analyzing the transverse momentum for each point in the polarization plane. Specifically, we fit the transverse momentum distribution with a Lorentz distribution for each combination of p z and p y components dNðp y ; p z Þ dp
The fit parameter ¼ ðp y ; p z Þ corresponds to the half width at half maximum (HWHM). In Fig. 2(c) , we plot the two-dimensional map of the transverse momentum width ðp y ; p z Þ for Kr atoms. It allows us to observe how Coulomb focusing depends on the electron trajectory. Areas of predominantly direct electrons exhibit a wider transverse momentum than areas where rescattered trajectories dominate. Also, pronounced Coulomb focusing [13] for the photoelectrons with the lowest observable momentum in the polarization plane is revealed. The transverse momentum is narrower for events associated with a small p y momentum, i.e., in the direction of the minor polarization axis. These electrons are ionized with an initial momentum along the minor field axis such that upon rescattering, they approach the ion at a low impact parameter and are focused along both the x and the y axis. A deeper understanding of the interplay between the ion potential and initial transverse momentum distribution is obtained when p ADK ? is varied under otherwise identical conditions. This can be achieved by comparing two atomic species. Figure 2(b) shows the photoelectron momentum distribution of Ne under the same conditions as Kr. The photoelectrons associated with Kr in Fig. 2(a) exhibit a strong Coulomb asymmetry and a distinct peak at zero momentum. In contrast, the photoelectron spectrum associated with Ne shows a weaker angular distortion and fewer zero energy electrons, suggesting a smaller influence of the Coulomb potential.
For Ne, the initial transverse momentum is expected to be about 10% narrower than that of Kr in the conditions of our experiment. Generally speaking, in elliptical polarization, a narrower transverse momentum at the exit of the tunnel results in a smaller overlap of the rescattering wave packet with the parent ion. Figure 2(d) shows that the transverse width of the final momentum is considerably wider for Ne than Kr. Thus, even marginal differences in the initial conditions can lead to pronounced differences in the final momentum.
In Figs. 2(e) and 2(f), we normalized ðp y ; p z Þ with the HWHM prediction of tunneling theory, p
. This allows a direct comparison of both atoms, removing the V ion dependence of the width p ADK ? , therefore isolating the influence of the Coulomb field. Here, we used an average normalization, neglecting the dependence of the initial transverse momentum width on the instantaneous field strength [22] . The normalization shows that in Kr, Fig. 2(e) , the Coulomb field distorts the momentum space globally, focusing even the direct trajectories down to 1=2 the width of Coulomb-free tunneling theory. In contrast, for Ne [ Fig. 2(f) ], tunneling theory describes ðp y ; p z Þ much better for the direct and even the soft rescattered trajectories. This observation agrees with the lack of zero energy electrons and a smaller Coulomb asymmetry in Ne.
Our analysis directly provides insight into the origin of the so-called low-energy structure (LES). Figure 3(a) shows the photoelectron energy spectra for Kr (red line) and Ne (blue line) integrated over all momentum components. The observed low-energy electrons are a manifestation of a puzzling energy structure thought to be exclusive to linearly polarized, midinfrared laser fields [7, 23] . Only recently, indications were found of LES at a laser wavelength of 800 nm [24] . Hence, theoretical efforts concentrated on the midinfrared [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . It was argued that the LES originates in the Coulomb focusing of transverse momentum components [25, 26, 29] . However, a slowdown, or bunching of longitudinal momenta, has also been proposed as mechanism for LES [28] . The difference of the energy spectra for the two atomic species (black line) in Fig. 3(a) demonstrates that LES depends on the initial momentum distribution. From the difference of the two-dimensional momentum distributions [shown in Fig. 3(b) ], we conclude that recollision trajectories contribute primarily to the enhancement of LES. Hence, we validate the hypothesis of transverse momentum focusing of recolliding trajectories. LES depends on the transverse momentum at the exit of the tunnel and LES electrons are not only focused parallel to the major field axis, but also perpendicular to the light field polarization.
We now present a systematic study of Coulomb focusing as a function of ionization potential, intensity, and ellipticity. For this purpose, we extract a weighted average of the fitted transverse momentum widthp x ¼ ð1=N tot Þ P z P y N yz ðp y ; p z Þ, where N tot is the total number of electrons measured and N yz the number of photoelectrons in a given bin in the polarization plane. The weighted average reduces the influence of systematic errors in determining the transverse width and enables a parametrization of the Coulomb effect. Figure 4 (a) presentsp x for two intensities at an ellipticity of ¼ 0:3 and for different atomic species (Xe, Kr, Ar, Ne). Xe and Ne could not be measured at the higher and lower intensity, respectively, due to saturation in Xe and too little ionization in Ne. In Fig. 4(b) , the average transverse width for a scan of the light ellipticity is shown for Kr where the field strength of the major axis E maj was kept constant at 0.041 a.u.. Thus, we vary two parameters: the initial momentum width through variation of intensity and V ion , and the impact parameter at recollision through the variation of the ellipticity.
In order to remove the influence of the V ion and field dependence on the tunnelled wave packet, we normalize each measuredp x by its corresponding p ADK ?;HWHM in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) . Thereby, we can compare the experiments directly to the Coulomb-free tunneling theory. Contrary to the predicted V À1=4 ion dependence of the transverse momentum [21] , the observable photoelectron momentum exhibits a monotonic increase ofp x with V ion . Hence, Coulomb focusing has a tremendous impact on the observable momentum. However, the correlation with the field strength is well captured by the theory [see Kr and Ar in Fig. 4(c) ]. When the impact parameter for the rescattering electron is changed through an increase in ellipticity, the average transverse momentum approaches the Coulomb-free prediction but consistently remains narrower [ Fig. 4(d) ].
In conclusion, our study is an important step in understanding the general behavior of long-range potentials and their influence on strong-field light-matter interaction. We have introduced the trajectory-resolved analysis of Coulomb effects on the photoelectron momentum perpendicular to the tunneling direction. We observed the low-energy structure in the photoelectron spectrum of elliptically polarized, 800 nm light, and we validated the importance of the initial transverse momentum for the appearance of LES. Finally, our data quantifies one aspect of how Coulomb effects will become increasingly important for complex systems with a lower ionization potential -with the width of the initial transverse momentum distribution. This type of trajectory-resolved analysis can be applied, for example to attosecond angular streaking of molecular ionization [18] , to characterize the tunneled wave packet [19] , and to photoelectron holography [31] . 
